Surrogate models have been developed to infer the response of engineering systems based on scattered tests/ simulations. An effective sampling scheme enables surrogates to have a desirable accuracy while balancing the sampling budget. Most sampling methods implicitly assume that all samples have the same cost to produce. In some applications, however, the cost to obtain samples may substantially vary in the input variable space because some configurations are more expensive to test or simulate than others. As an initial effort to incorporate with varying sampling cost, this paper explores an adaptive sampling strategy in which the sampling cost varies (AS-C). The proposed scheme adopts the Gaussian process for design space exploration, which is based on space filling. Two surrogates are constructed: one for the target function (quantity of interest) and the other for the sampling cost. Then a value metric is defined to estimate the uncertainty reduction per cost. A new sample is added per iteration at the point with the maximum value metric. The proposed AS-C is evaluated using 1D and 2D analytical functions. Four different cost functions and 100 sets of initial samples are produced for evaluation. For a fixed sampling budget, the AS-C adds more samples in an inexpensive region and thus provides a better accuracy than the standard adaptive sampling strategy (AS). As a case study, the AS-C is applied to the design space exploration of behavioral emulation (BE). BE is a coarse-grained simulation method, which predicts the runtime of a given simulation using high-performance computing. Because the cost/runtime of BE varies by the orders of magnitude, the AS-C adds many more samples in the inexpensive region and greatly outperforms the AS for a given sampling budget.
Nomenclature
A max = area metric for maximum error with increasing sampling budget A R 2 = area metric for R-squared with increasing sampling budget Cx = cost function for sampling at x Cx = estimated cost function Cov⋅ = covariance function e max = maximum error fx = surrogate model at the input x fx j = mean of the function values at the grids Hn = Heaviside step function p = dimensionality of the input variable spacê Vx = estimated value function Varx = prediction variance offx x = a point in the multidimensional space x i = the ith point in the input variable space Zx = Gaussian process μ = mean value of samples θ m = kriging hyperparameter vector with m 1; 2; : : : ; p σ 2 = variance of the Gaussian procesŝ σx = standard deviation of the prediction I. Introduction D ESIGN optimization of engineering systems usually requires extensive simulations and tests to achieve desirable performances. Surrogate models are often introduced as an efficient tool to approximate the response of engineering systems from scattered simulations/tests in the input variable space. An effective surrogate model enables an inexpensive prediction of system responses at a given input configuration/design. Design optimization based on the surrogate model has been adopted for numerous engineering systems with significantly reduced simulation costs or test period [1] [2] [3] . Besides design optimization, surrogate models have been applied to a various engineering analysis. For example, advanced materials or innovative designs are emerging, which might lack effective theoretical models such as lattice structure and composite material [4] . Surrogate models may serve as an empirical model for the fundamental mechanics to enable multiscale analysis. Surrogates model is also a key technology for verification, validation, and uncertainty quantification such as the multifidelity surrogates, which is developed to compensate for the discrepancy between experiments and simulations [5, 6] . For example, Alexandrov et al. [7] showed that different fidelity models can be used to save computational cost for optimization. Chaudhuri et al. [8] presented adaptive sampling (AS) with multifidelity surrogates for the multidisciplinary application.
The accuracy of surrogate models strongly depends on the location and number of samples (experiments and simulations). Methods to select samples are termed design of experiments (DOE). Desirable DOE enables accurate surrogate models while balancing the sampling budget. AS is a popular strategy of DOE, which adds samples iteratively with updated surrogates. Various AS strategies [9] were developed and proved effective for different applications, such as reduced order modeling [10, 11] , structural optimization [12] , and reliability-based design optimization [13] . Efforts have been made to understand the major components of AS, such as surrogate types, prediction uncertainty metrics, updating schemes, and stopping criteria [9, 14] . The AS could be more effective than all-atonce sampling based on the reported studies [14, 15] . Toolboxes have been developed for the general usage of AS schemes [16, 17] .
One major component of AS is uncertainty metrics. Two types of uncertainty metrics are mainly used for AS: model-based and datadriven prediction variances. The prediction error at a point could be estimated by prediction variance. The prediction variance quantifies the variation of the potential system response, which is assumed a statistical distribution. The points with a large prediction variance imply a risky approximation and could be improved by adding more samples. The commonly used prediction variance is usually available for a few types of surrogates by inherently assuming a distribution for the samples. For example, the Gaussian process [18] assumes a multivariate normal distribution for the samples, while polynomial response surface assumes a normal distribution for the residual errors [19] . The Gaussian process-based AS has proved to be effective for various engineering applications [14, 20] . Recent efforts have been made to obtain the uncertainty metric for an arbitrary surrogate based on data-driven approach such as cross-validation (CV). Jin et al. [21] estimated the prediction uncertainty using the difference between the surrogates from leaving-one-out CV and the surrogate using full samples. Ben Salem et al. [17] proposed a series of surrogates from leaving-one-out CV. Then a weighted scheme was used to fit the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) from the predictions of the surrogates. The prediction variance is then generated from the ECDF to indicate the estimated uncertainty [22] . Xu et al. [23] associated surrogate prediction with the Voronoi diagram to determine the uncertainty of surrogate predictions.
The current practice of AS for single-fidelity surrogates implicitly assumes that all samples have the same cost, which is applicable for many applications. The number of samples is therefore used to indicate the cost/budget of sampling. However, in some applications, the cost to obtain samples may substantially vary in the input variable space. For example, the computational resource of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis relies heavily on the mesh density, which changes with Reynolds number and Mach number. The runtime of the CFD could also vary while using the warm-start strategy for accelerated computation [24] . The effect of sampling cost might be significant in the high-performance computing (HPC) environment. The HPC architecture and algorithm might change in the input variable space for optimum performance such as power consumption, an important part of sampling cost, for a given CFD simulation task [25, 26] . This paper explores a DOE strategy with varying sampling costs. The cost/budget of sampling is reflected by the runtime of simulations. We examine the AS for adding samples iteratively. We take a cue from multifidelity and multisource optimization approaches, where estimated gain is maximized per unit cost [24, 25] . A value metric is proposed to maximize the expected gain from an added sample per unit cost. In addition, unlike papers on multisource optimization, we assume that the actual cost of a sample is not known in advance. Therefore, two sets of surrogates are developed: one for the target function and the other for the sampling cost. The value metric is defined as the ratio between the standard deviation of prediction and the sampling cost estimated from the two surrogates. A new sample is then added at the point where the value metric is maximized (adaptive sampling with varying sampling cost [AS-C]). As analytical examples, algebraic test functions with algebraic cost functions are examined. We evaluated the proposed approach based on 1D and 2D algebraic functions, which are convenient for visualization and discussion.
As a case study, the proposed AS-C has been applied to the design space exploration of behavioral emulation (BE). BE predicts the run time of a given CFD simulation using HPC. As we move toward exascale computing, it is important for application developers and system architects to perform co-design to develop an optimized, energy-efficient application code and machine [27] . To speed up this co-design process and to enable architectural design space exploration, system architects build simulator models to study the performance of the application on various underlying conditions. BE [28] is one such coarse-grained approach for simulation of extremescale systems and application. Because the cost/run time of BE for different input configurations varies by orders of magnitude, it serves as an excellent case study for AS-C.
In the remainder of the paper, details on the standard AS using kriging are introduced in Sec. II. The proposed AS strategy with varying cost is presented in Sec. III. Section IV introduces the multivariate algebraic test function and four algebraic cost functions. Section V investigates the numerical performance of the proposed approach. Effect of different cost functions with increasing complexity and different initial samples are discussed. Section VI applies the AS-C to the approximation of BE with a comparison to AS, followed by conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. Adaptive Sampling Using Surrogate

A. Basic Steps in Adaptive Sampling
Adaptive/sequential sampling refers to the systematic procedure to add samples iteratively in order to improve the accuracy of surrogate prediction. Among different ways of AS, we consider here AS that relies on an uncertainty model of the surrogate and that seeks to improve the surrogate everywhere rather than toward a target. The basic steps for such AS are provided in Fig. 1 . The initial samples are first generated with a portion of the total sampling budget. Then an initial surrogate model is built with prediction variance in the input variable space. One additional sample x new is added at the point with maximum prediction variance as shown in Eq. (1), where Varx is the prediction variance at the input x.
x new arg max
Instead of maximum prediction variance, other criteria are also available to determine the new sampling point, such as expected improvement (EI), which is used to search for the possible minimum function value during optimization [29] . Multiple sampling points can be added per iteration to take advantage of parallel computation and to reduce the number of iterations. The stopping criterion plays an important role in the performance of AS [30, 31] . The AS and modeling iterate until a prescribed stopping criterion based on total cost or estimated accuracy of the surrogate are met [31] . In this paper, kriging is used for surrogate modeling, where the prediction variance is based on its inherent assumption for multivariate normal distribution. The stopping criterion adopted here is the total sampling cost. Namely, the AS procedure stops just before the total sampling cost exceeds a prescribed sampling budget.
B. Kriging Surrogate
Kriging [19] with a constant trend is adopted in the paper for surrogate modeling as given in Eq. (2):
where μ is the mean value of the samples and Zx is assumed to be a Gaussian process. The covariance function of the Gaussian process is set to be the squared anisotropic exponential function and given in Eq. (3):
where x i and x j denote two points in the p-dimensional space, σ 2 is the process variance, and θ m is the hyperparameter with m 1; 2; : : : ; p. The parameters of kriging are obtained from maximum likelihood estimation. The kriging predictions interpolate samples, and therefore the prediction variance is zero at sample points. The kriging is based on the assumption of multivariate normal distribution and naturally provides the prediction variance at an untested point. Kriging has been proved effective to approximate the response of various systems and has been used as a major surrogate for AS. The implementation of kriging is based on the surrogate toolbox from Viana [32] .
III. Adaptive Sampling Strategy with Varying Sampling Cost
A. Proposed Methodology
The classical AS strategy (shown in Fig. 1 ) is revised to incorporate the effect of varying sampling cost. For this purpose, a second surrogateĈx is constructed to approximate the sampling cost. Then a value metricVx is defined as the ratio between the standard deviation of the predictionσx and the cost predictionĈx as shown in Eq. (4). TheVx is evaluated at a grid of 100 p test points in the input variable space. One additional sample, x new , is determined at the point with the maximum valueVx as in Eq. (5). TheVx indicates the uncertainty reduction per unit cost.σx andVx decrease to 0 after adding the sample at x because prediction uncertainty is zero at a sample point. Theσx is used to defineVx, considering thatσx is proportional to the confidence interval, which is the key measure of estimated prediction error. Note that AS-C becomes classical AS when the cost function is a constant. The flowchart of AS-C is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Vx σ x
Cx (4)
The Forrester function [33] is selected for illustration and preliminary investigation of the proposed AS-C. The Forrester function is a 1D algebraic function on x ∈ 0; 1 as given in Eq. (6):
A linear cost function is introduced in Eq. (7). The cost function needs to be positive in the input variable space. The response of Forrester function and associated cost function are visualized in Fig. 3 .
To approximate the Forrester function, the initial DOE is 3 samples at x 0, 0.5, and 1. The initial samples and surrogates are shown in Fig. 4a for the target function and Fig. 4b for the cost function. The green-colored area represents 95% confidence intervals due to prediction uncertainty. It is clear that the accuracy offx is poor due to the sparse initial samples. The cost function has a simple linear trend, andĈx matches the true cost function even with just three samples. For a complicated cost function,Ĉx is expected to be less accurate. Compared with AS, the AS-C is based on two surrogates and expected to suffer from larger uncertainty when the cost function has a complicated response.
After constructing the initial surrogate, one sample is added per iteration and a new surrogate is built using kriging. The sampling budget is set to be up to 4.5 in this example. Final predictions using AS resulted in 7 samples as shown in Fig. 5a , while AS-C in 8 samples as shown in Fig. 5b because AS-C chose samples in the lowcost region. Details of surrogate results are summarized in Table 1 . Compared with AS, the AS-C enabled more samples in the input variable space for a fixed budget. Based on the maximum error, AS-C was more accurate than AS. In the following section, the AS-C is investigated further using a 2D test function with different cost functions and different initial samples.
C. Application of AS-C with Other Value Metrics
The prediction variance of GP is based on only the hyperparameters and spatial location, not a direct reflection on the goodness of the fit. For isotropic GP, AS with maximum variance is essentially a uniform spatial sampling scheme like Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). There have been proposals for improving on the prediction variance for error estimates and/or AS. Examples are the universal prediction distribution (UPD) [17] and the sequential sampling for global metamodeling [21] . The proposed AS-C could be used with all these uncertainty estimations. The effect of different uncertainty measures could be explored further.
As an initial effort to incorporate varying cost with sampling, this paper is limited to design space exploration that focuses on the global accuracy everywhere. We have performed a preliminary study on EI-based optimization with varying cost. For optimization, the quantity of interest is on the optima rather the whole design space. Adding more cheap runs far from optima might be not as valuable as the case for design space exploration.
The AS-C might fail (i.e., be worse than a regular AS) for highly nonlinear cost functions and sparse samples. As discussed later in Fig. 6 , the AS-C deteriorated for the highly nonlinear cost functions due to the large error from the surrogate on cost estimation. But with increasing number of samples, the AS-C would be more accurate than AS. The essence of AS-C is adding more cheap runs instead of a few expensive ones to benefit the global accuracy everywhere.
IV. Multivariate Test Function and Algebraic Cost Functions
The complexity of cost function has a significant effect on the AS-C as discussed in Sec. III. In this section, a 2D test function is selected for further evaluation of AS-C. Four different cost functions are introduced to imitate the effect of varying sampling cost. 
A. Normalized Branin Function
The Branin function is selected as the target function to evaluate AS-C. The function is in the 2D input variable space, which is convenient for visualization and inspection. The original Branin function is given in Eq. (8) and defined in x 1 ∈ −5; 10, x 2 ∈ 0; 15. For the study of varying sampling cost, the input variable space of Branin function and cost function is normalized within x 1 , x 2 ∈ 0; 1 for consistency. The response of Branin function is normalized within fx ∈ 0.1; 1.1 for a convenient quantitative study. The mapping/ scaling of input variable space and function value is performed through a linear transformation. The response of the normalized Branin function is shown in Fig. 7 . convenient quantitative comparison. The lower bound 0.1 indicates the basic sampling cost. This has the effect of creating a cost ratio of 1/11 for all the cost functions between the cheapest and most expensive points. The response of normalized cost functions is visualized in Fig. 8 .
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V. Numerical Performance of AS-C
A. Evaluation Plan
The proposed AS-C was compared with AS using the Branin function. For AS, only one surrogate was developed to approximate the target function, and the true cost functions in Eqs. (9) (10) (11) (12) were used to evaluate the total cost of sampling. The stopping criterion of AS-C and AS was based on the total sampling cost. The sampling procedure stopped just before the total sampling cost exceeds 10. For a given set of samples, kriging surrogate with the constant trend is built as shown in Sec. II for both the target function and the cost function. The six initial samples were generated by the LHS with 5000 iterations. One hundred sets of initial samples were generated to account for the effect of sampling uncertainty. The key factors of the evaluation plan are summarized in Table 3 .
The prediction accuracy of the surrogate was examined at a grid of 100 × 100 test points, x j , j 1; 2; : : : ; 10;000. For a given set of initial samples, two prediction metrics were adopted to estimate the global and local performance of the surrogates. The global accuracy was quantified by the coefficient of determination R 2 as given in Eq. (13) , where fx j denotes the function true value at the jth grid point,fx j denotes the surrogate prediction, and f is the mean of fx j . An R 2 of 1 indicates that the surrogate perfectly fits all the test points. The local performance of surrogates was quantified by the maximum error e max in Eq. (14) . The worst prediction/maximum error is usually of critical interest in addition to the overall accuracy.
e max max j∈1;10000
R 2 and e max measured the prediction accuracy at a given cost. The relative performance (higher accuracy) of AS and AS-C might change with increasing samples as illustrated in Fig. 9 , where c initial is the cost of initial samples. The performance of an AS scheme should be interpreted over the entire range of sampling cost. The area metrics A R 2 and A max were proposed to measure the relative performance of AS and AS-C as given in Eqs. (15) and (16), where H⋅ is the Heaviside step function defined in Eq. (17) . The evolution of AS with increasing total sampling cost is interpolated between samples. A R 2 measures the percentage of times when AS-C is more accurate than AS over increasing samples with accuracy measured by R 2 . A max measured the percentage of times when AS-C dominates AS over increasing samples with accuracy measured e max . An area metric equal to 50% indicates a similar performance of AS and AS-C. The median and variation of A R 2 and A max with different initial samples are also presented in the following sections.
He max;AS c − e max;AS-C c dc
B. Typical Case Using the AS and AS-C
A typical case of the AS and AS-C to approximate the Branin function and linear cost function is presented in this section. Six initial samples were generated from LHS. One additional sample was added per iteration until the total cost of samples was about to exceed 10. The initial samples and final samples are shown in Fig. 10 using AS and AS-C. The AS-C allocated more samples around the origin due to the cheap sampling cost. Details of AS and AS-C results are summarized in Table 4 . AS ended with 16 samples and the total cost was 9.5, whereas AS-C ended with 18 samples and the total cost was 9.3. Adding one more sample at the location requested by the sampling algorithm would exceed the total sampling budget of 10. However, it is clear that cheaper samples can still be added.
Both AS and AS-C approximated the global response well (R 2 were 0.96 and 0.99, respectively), with AS-C being more accurate. The difference between e max was significant (0.1 vs 0.05) considering the function value varies between [0.1, 1]. Evolution of prediction accuracy with respect to the total sampling cost is shown in Fig. 11 . A R 2 Fig. 9 An illustration of the evolution of accuracy for adaptive sampling with increasing total sampling cost. Evolution for R-squared and a maximum error of AS and AS-C at different total sampling cost Prediction metric R-squared to measure overall accuracy; max error to measure local accuracy; area metric to measure the effect of total sampling cost Comparisons between AS and AS-C 1) Details of a typical case, 2) median performance with different initial samples, and 3) variation with different initial samples was 99.7% and A max was 100%; that is, AS-C was almost always better than AS. The performance of AS-C oscillated at the beginning in Fig. 11 . This was mainly due to the large uncertainty of the Branin surrogate from scarce samples. The cost function was estimated accurately even with the initial samples.
C. Different Cost Functions and Different Initial Samples
The performance of AS heavily depends on the quality of surrogate and initial samples. As mentioned before, when the cost function is complicated, AS-C might suffer from uncertainty in the cost model too. AS and AS-C were evaluated using the four cost functions, as shown in Fig. 8 . To consider the initial sampling uncertainty, AS and AS-C were repeated 100 times with different initial samples. Therefore, 100 sets of A R 2 and A max were generated. The median value of them is used to indicate the average performance of AS and AS-C. When A R 2 or A max is equal to 50%, this indicates similar performance between AS and AS-C with different total sampling cost. A R 2 and A max larger than 50% indicate the higher accuracy of AS-C over AS-C. As seen in Table 5 , A R 2 was close to 100 % for all four cost functions, and therefore AS-C proved to be accurate overwhelmingly. The lowest A R 2 came from the Damper cost function that has a complicated response and leads to a large uncertainty of estimation. The values of A max were also high and indicated preference of AS-C over AS. Similarly, the A max was lower for Rosenbrock cost function and Damper cost function as they have complicated responses.
The collection of A R 2 and A max was visualized using boxplot in Fig. 6 . Almost all the values of A R 2 and A max were larger than 50%; that is, AS-C was preferred for the approximation of the Branin function. The boxplot also reveals significant variability of A R 2 and A max . The performance of AS might be more robust by increasing the number of initial samples or introducing other advanced schemes for the initial DOE.
AS-C might lead to more total samples than the AS, as discussed in Sec. III. The total number of samples was collected for the 100 sets of evaluations to validate this observation. Table 6 summarizes the median value of total samples for AS and AS-C from 100 repetitions. The AS-C resulted in more samples in general. The difference between the numbers of samples increased when more samples were used. Compared with AS, AS-C adopted three more samples using the linear cost function and eight more samples using the Damper cost function. The collection of the total number of samples was visualized using boxplot in Fig. 12 . The AS-C lead to more samples than AS almost all the time. Total cost a) b) Table 6 Median values of total samples for AS and AS-C using 100 sets of initial samples 
VI. Adaptive Sampling for Behavioral Emulation of Exascale Computing
At the PSAAP-II Center for Compressible Multiphase Turbulence (CCMT) at the University of Florida, CMT-nek [35] , a large-scale parallel application to be run on future exascale systems, is being developed to perform a simulation with instabilities, turbulence, and mixing in particulate-laden flows under conditions of extreme pressure and temperature. CMT-nek is being developed from a production release of petascale code Nek5000 [36] , a Gordon Bell prize-winning open-source software for simulating unsteady incompressible flow with thermal and passive scalar transport.
In parallel, CCMT is performing research on co-design of the CMT algorithms and the computer architecture on which they run. For that purpose, a coarse-grained simulation method called BE is used to predict the execution time of a representative skeleton app of CMT-nek (called CMT-bone-BE). Coarse-grained modeling in BE involves abstraction of the computation and communication operations in the application code. Each of these operations is modeled as an indivisible block with prebuilt performance estimate models or instrumented run data [28] . The BE simulation is performed in a discrete-event fashion, where the predicted execution of the simulated application on simulated hardware is obtained. These simulated results are then validated against results from running the actual application on actual hardware.
Because BE simulations can be computationally demanding, we developed a surrogate based on sample BE simulations. Because the cost/run time of BE for different input configurations varies by orders of magnitude, it serves as an excellent case study for AS-C.
A. Experimental Setup
Again, the application under study is BE simulation of CMT-nek [37] . There are three main application parameters of interestelement size (ES), the number of elements per processor (EPP), and the number of processors (NP). In CMT-nek, fluid flow is broken into small grids called elements. The ES ranges between 5 and 25. NP is the total number of ranks (i.e., number of processors) on which the MPI application code is run. The total number of elements divided by the NP is the number of EPP.
Application performance can be affected by changing any of these parameters. We chose 125 DOE based on a five-level, full-factorial design as shown in Fig. 13a . "Five-level" denotes the 5 points/grids selected along each parameter. The DOE is ES 5; 9; 13; 17; 21, EPP 8;32;64;128;256, and NP 16;256; 2048;16384;131072. As a result, the experimental runs require up to 131,072 processors, 34 million elements, and 311 billion computational grid points. The collected BE simulations are summarized in Table A1 in the Appendix. The cost of BE simulations varies from 0.01143 to 859.0498 s.
BE simulation run time varies only with the increasing NP. Change in ES and EPP does not affect the simulation time of BE. This is mainly because the problem size of the simulation is the size of the system being simulated. This size is determined through NP. The bigger the simulated system is, the more time it takes to construct the system and then to simulate it on all cores. We accounted for this varying cost through eight runs of varying NP for a fixed number of time steps while keeping ES and EPP fixed. NP was varied from 16 to 131,072 processors as shown in Fig. 13b . The cost (runtime) varies significantly by orders of magnitude. The collected cost of BE simulations is summarized in Table A2 in the Appendix.
The outputs of BE simulations vary from 0.0143 to 110.2280 s. The NP and outputs (objectives) of the BE simulations were analyzed in the logarithmic coordinate due to the large variation.
B. Target Function and Cost Function of BE
Setting up and collecting the results from the BE simulations are time-consuming. For a comprehensive evaluation of AS for BE simulation, the target function and the cost function are represented by the polynomial response surface (PRS) for further tests. Then, the developed PRS is used to produce samples and associated cost for the evaluation of AS. The PRS with different orders were fitted to the 125 BE simulations using leave-one-out CV as shown in Table 7 , where the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and maximum error of the CV were calculated. Cubic PRS provided the least error for both RMSE and maximum error. The residual errors fitting to all samples were also shown in Table 7 . Considering that the range of BE simulations is 110.2137 s (110.228-0.0143), the cubic PRS was considered to be accurate with small residual errors (RMSE is 0.94; the maximum error is 3.26). Similarly, a cost function was also developed using PRS fitted only with varying NP. The accuracy of the PRS for cost was shown in Table 8 . Linear PRS was selected with least CV errors in logarithmic coordinate as shown in Fig. 13b . The RMSE and maximum errors for residual errors decreased with increasing orders in logarithmic coordinate during fitting.
C. Approximation of BE with Adaptive Sampling
AS-C and AS were compared for the approximation of BE simulations with three selected input variables. The samples and associated cost were produced from the fitted PRS. Eight initial samples were generated using LHS. One additional sample was added per iteration. The AS schemes stopped when the budget (given cost threshold) is met; the budget was set at 600 s for this evaluation. The RMSE and maximum error were adopted as the predictions metrics at the 20 × 20 × 20 grids. Again, for sampling uncertainty, 100 sets of different initial samples were generated for the evaluation.
Typical samples using AS-C were shown in Fig. 14 . The total cost for the initial 8 samples was 474 s. It is seen that the initial samples are scattered in the whole design space, whereas the additional samples are mostly allocated at small NP. The total cost for AS-C is 561 s. When AS tries to add one more sample at ES; NP; EPP 21; 131070; 256, the cost becomes 752 s, exceeding the given budget.
The detailed prediction metrics for the 100 sets of evaluations are summarized in Fig. 15 . The R 2 of AS-C in Fig. 15a concentrates around 1.00, whereas the R 2 of AS is around 0.56 and has much larger variation. AS-C resulted in much more accurate overall. The maximum error of AS-C is around 3.68 as shown in Fig. 15b . Considering that the range of BE simulations is 110.2137 s, AS-C is quite accurate and bested AS regarding the maximum error. The total number of samples used for AS and AS-C are shown in Fig. 16 with 100 sets of initial samples. AS-C resulted in cheaper runs than AS and lead to better accuracy to approximate the input variable space.
VII. Conclusions
This paper studies the effect of varying sampling cost on the DOE. A strategy for AS with varying sampling cost is proposed (AS-C). Two surrogates are developed to approximate the target function and cost function. A value metric is defined as the ratio between the standard deviation of prediction and the estimated cost. The value metric is used to indicate the uncertainty reduction per cost. A new sample is then added at the point with maximum value. The proposed AS-C method was evaluated using 1D and 2D algebraic functions and algebraic cost functions. The AS stops just before the total sampling cost exceeding the prescribed budget. Four different cost functions and 100 sets of different initial samples were produced to evaluate the AS-C. AS-C was compared with standard AS regarding R-squared, maximum error, and evolution with increasing total sampling budget. For the global approximation of the test function in the whole input variable space, AS-C led to more samples than AS, and AS-C was more accurate than AS in the large majority of DOEs. As a case study, AS-C was applied for the design space exploration of BE. BE, a coarse-grained simulation method, predicts the run time of a given CFD simulation using a supercomputer. Because the cost/run time of BE varies by the order of magnitude, AS-C resulted in many more samples and greatly outperformed AS for a given sampling budget. This paper is an initial effort to incorporate varying sampling cost with DOE, the proposed scheme adopted GP for design space exploration that is based on space filling. The proposed AS-C allocated more cheap runs instead of a few expensive runs and improved the global accuracy noticeably for the tested cases. There are alternatives for uncertainty estimations (e.g., universal prediction distribution) and similar schemes could be developed for these alternatives. 
Appendix: Behavioral Emulation Predictions and Costs
